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1. INTRODUCTION*

Since 1975 some eight thousand Hmong refugees from Laos have

taken upresidenCe in the Twin Cities of Saint Paul.and Minneapolis,.

but of_nearly.50,000 Hmong now, in the United.States.

- in-Laos-life for the majority of these people involved slash-

an&burn-farthing:in remote mountain areas and a highly developed

social,system Of family alliances, villages, and clans, animistic

religious beliefs, and' an-intricate artisanship in cut-work,

.embroidery, and Their population was. decimated by the wars

in Laos, and. most Who come here'haVe spent years in resettlement
.

Villages, and the i=e6466 camps in = Thailand. The majority-of the

xefugees:have-been illiterate, with little or no familiarity with

Englith or any other second language when they arrive, and most are

new to the experience of going to school.

Naturally communication between the Hmong refugees and the

Americans assisting them in the resettlement process has been a

serious problem. Both the resettlement agencies and the Hmong

community leaders themselves have recognized that the most essential

prerequisite for successful adaptation to life in America is the

ability to communicate in English, even if only at an instrumental,

survival level. But the task undertaken by teachers of English

asa second language, of providiLg formal instruction in English

for them was and in some cases still is, made difficult by several

factors. One has been an inevitable mutual lack of understanding.

on the.part of the American teachers and the Hmong students of the

others' culture and mentality. A second problem is the refugees'

unfamiliarity with classroom skills, and their illiteracy.



working with, Hmong adults on basic English skills, and note some

possible directions for further research.

;RE- :LINGUISTIC 'WORLD OF 'A .'HMONG REFUGEE FAMILY

=:4iethOdOlogy,

letaUSe:We:,,were aware of the tightly interwoven social system of

the:71:0000,.,ih,,which -Value is place4 upon the ability of the community

to' fUliction_ effectiVely in contrast to. the Western emphasis on the

individual we- felt: hat the; qtleStion of language contact experiences.

.hacitiYsbe,inVestigated...at the level 'Of the family or 'household unit

gather than ,at that, Of the isolated indiVidual . To ,keep this initial

study to a manageable size, We decided therefore to focus on a single

-representatiVe;, family,, in an effort to develop .a .fairly comprehensive

understanding this fanitlyis language abilities,: experiences,- and

strategies bf . crost.pCultip=a) coninunicatioli.

.The first task waS,,to-try to find a family that was willing to

cooperate with-our study. and that could be taken as representative of

the-recently arrived- Hmong refugee, poptilation. We stipulated that

the, faMily shoUld,have come to the United States in the last two years

ancl:that alp -,members of the family should be able to communicate to

.some :extent'.in English. Through contacts with a meiber of a sponsoring
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church me-were able to locate ,a family that satisfied these requirem,ents.

--Though, somewhat-puzZled hy- our interests and activities, the _family

-member; were initially receptive and later exceedingly friendly and

cooperative.
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Adding to this is. the ESL teachers' initial lack of familiarity, training,

anctexperience in meeting students' simultaneous needs for basic

literacy, and survival Engtish. Faced with an Immediate and pressing

;Orobleffli, it has-been difficult for teachers to identify exactly

what their students intiediate communicational needg are, although

obviously an,approprIate curriculum for "survival English" must be

-based,on an'understanding of the.actualsituations in, which the

learneris-calle0fOonto communicate in English and the nature and

content;-:of thii;tOMOXliCation.

In,the study 'eeported herd we have tried to address only this

I0tproblem.. We,have set out to find at least partial answers to _

thejottowing questions: a) what are the language contact experiences1

that Hmong refugees mat! have in the first year or two of their life

in the United States, and b) What goes on in those interactions; in

particular, how do they manage communication when their knowledge of

English Ocabulary, granimar, and usage is inadequate to the task?2

Section two addresses our first question, concerning the general

nature of Hmong-American linguistic interactions. It is in effect

a study in the ethnography of'communication, although limited for .

the.present to a singie household and to cross-linouistic communications.

Section,Threels-conterned-with the second question, involving how

the Hmong-cope when communication demands exceed their ability to say

what they want in 'EngliO. We have here relied upon the categorization

-of "communication strategieS" presented by Tarone (1978).3 Finally,

a.concluding section, we. will summarize our findings, make a few

:tentative observations and' suggestions that maybe useful to teachers_
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Having selected the family and obtained their cooperation, we

undertook to observe their English language encounters and their use

of English to communicate. We visited their home and their Ea..classes,

talked with them ourselves, and observed them interacting with other

Americans in a variety of situations. We accompanied them on several

outingS and observed a number of tutoring sessions and conversations

with church members. Finally, we interviewed the family, various

members of the local business community in contact with the Hmong, and

several members'of the sponsoring church,. for their perceptions of the

problems of communication between Hmong and'Americans.

These interviews and observations, carried out over a period of

four months, haVe in most cases been recorded on cassette tape.' The

recordings have been transcribed and some portions translated by an

able bilingual assistant, Vang Vang

It should obvious that even a fairly extensive case study can

provide only very tentative answers to our general question concerning

the-range of language contact experiences of Hmong refugee families

in America. We should note further that even,thi... case study is not

complete, since for one thing we have focused most of our attention

on the parents and the family unit, giving little direct attention to

the children as individual language users.

B. The Subjects

The Vang family, as we shall call them, consists of a father and

mother in their early 'forties and three children: an older girl, 17,

a youngergirl aged 9, and a boy, 15. An older son is married and

lives in,another city. The given.names we will use in referring to
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. ..the 4hdividual, 'family members (the "names!' are actually kinship terms)

follows:

Txv the father age 45 lapproximate)

the'Mother age 40 (approximate)

Laus daughter age 17

Tus,,..lub' son: age 15

iitXawm; daughter age 9

The, Yang, family arrived 'in: the United 5tateS in March of 1980,

after tiVre,,yeat ih,-0-'refUgee: Camp-in ,Thailand: They came directly

to Saint Paul:,, -sponsored: a church congregation. The family lives

on refugee assistance funds supplemented by contr'butions from the

thurCh_and their Married son.. The church has looked after the family's

iMMediate,sneeds:1-tving Spate, health probTems, clothing, most trans-

,liortaticin,- and: schooling, They were fortunate in getting the parents,
.

into regOlar English classes very soon after their arrival. The

Church: members have also -helped the family in such matters as banking,

inturahcei,Welfare,,and leases, and they are now trying to arrange jobs.

addition, church-members:have volunteered to provide tutoring in

English in the home On:ari almost daily basis.

The: fArlitly) iyes_ in. One apartmOnt of a,.quadrapl ex. The other

-apartments are also occupied by Wong, with the grandfather and his

Wife Fin one,'and.cousins" families in the other two apartments.

Individual apartments. are rarely closed off, the entire buildihg serving-

-as.Mot'or less communal liVihg space. The Vangs however have no friends,

eithew Hmong-Or-American, living in the immediate neighbOthood outside

of their
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'Neither parent can read or write Hmong or Laotian, and neither

Speaks Laqian to any extent. Vang Txiv, the father, speaks some

Thai. He was a farmer mor4 of his life, serving, only for a brief

time in the military. Vang Niam, his wift, is expert in Hmong

stitchery and cooking; her responsibilities and activities would seem

to have continued with much lets change from the past than for other

members of the family. The son, aged 15, speaks some Thai and some

Lao, and received lessons in English in the camp. His present language

ability in English is by far the most advanced; he can serve moderately

well as an interpreter in most situations, and he 'teems to bectucceedin§

in his schoolwork at the ninth-grade level. Both sisters are exceeding-
,

ly shy and were more difficult to approach directly, making it hard to

assess their levels of understanding and fluency in English.

As has beenmentioned, the family lives together with three other

Hmong families. Additionally, much time is passed in visiting or

receiving visits from other relatives. Social contacts with the

Ameridan community are limited to those with members of the sponsoring

church in the tutoring sessions and in dealing with questions about

their family affairs. The adults do not seek out social contacts with

the American community.
vs.4

C. Learning and Using English

The adult English classes attended by the two parents have included

classes in Survival English. The emphasis in these classes is on the

mastery of simple grammar points, pronunciation, and, at the level we

observed, literacy skills. There are only limited opportunities to

practice real, meaningful communication or to practice the coping skills

8
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necessary for handling situations where the communicative needs exceed

the learner's command of English. The homework the Vangs now receive

consists of Written assignments including basic arithmetic problems,

anwing questions about a story, copying a passage or practicing a

reading. passage.

The tutoring sessions provided by volunteers from the .church were

generally limited to topics such as numbers, telling time, addition or

subtraction of sums of money, naming things in picture books, practicing

greetings, and practicing the alphabet and the spellings of familiar

words. Some meaningful communication with the sponsors took place when

the Americans tried, to assist with hot ehold problems, although here

the focus was on accomplishing the task and not on teaching the family

how to Cope with problems of communication.

Apart from the ESL classroom, the tutoring sessions in the home,

and the children's attendance at public schools,, we found the Vang's

,contacts with-English speakers to be quite limited and to involve very

little actual communication in English. The English language interactions

that we either observed at first hand-or-learned something about at

second hand are the following:

ESL_classes for adults and public school programs for the
children

2) Contacts with tutors, in the home

3) Riding the bus -to 'school-

4) Banking (assisted by a church member)

5) Dealings with the landlord (usually assisted' by a church member)

6) Shopping-for ,food

7) Shopping for clothing and other commodities

p
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Major-purchases, such as a -car, TV, or radio

.9) Church: occasional .services and social events and one incident
involving-communication about the death of a relative

io) Doctor's and dentiit's appOiritments (assisted, by a church member)

'The- types of situations we actually. observed included 1), ESL classes for

.adults:and 2) tutoring sessions,6) shopping for food, 7) shopping for

.clothing ancL for fabrics, and 9) a situation in which relatives had

:§4thered at..0 church, following a relative's death.

We found that communication in English outside of the ESL class is

miniiral andTis not al ayt handled in the same way. Four principal means

of .coliniUnicatiOn-codijd be distinguished, as follows.

First,-in sitUations:such as riding on the bus or shopping for

groceries, almost no verbal communication took place. We Should,re-

ephasize that the Vangs never initiated conversations in English and,

faCt., 0.ctively. Avoided, situations that might lead others to speak

to them. ,Other Hino ng; have been. obstrved hiding their faces on the

.buses, and- storeowpers told us that Hmong people shop very carefully

-bUt without requesting, assistance. Unless there is a problem with a

Check, youdher, or food Stamp purchase, they can and usually do check

. but-witshout exchan'ging-,.words.with the cashier. Thus in many contact

situations- 74-Okeir_EiVlish. ls-fiot-ott-eiitial-fOr this initial ;level of

page 8,

fsLirvival, and the.sotial. contact experience does not necessarily.
provide a-- language experience:,

Second,there,are some situations such a banking or negotiating

with the landlord in which an American sponsor takes charge, 'acting as

'a:spokesperson or luardia.n. In these interactions, the difficult part

Utile communication is handled by the American with minimal verbal
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communication directed to the- family members -- chiefly the seeking

And 4-60104 of -consent or verification.

the'third,,type of interaction; to be discussed further in section 3,

page 9

inVolvet the selettiont of a miller of the family or of the broader

11Mong-Cormiutitty to. act as interpreter for an individual or a groiso
,

The perSOn choten.it doneOne Wi th the best command of English, usually

. a*Y'Or youhg'man'. Thus; in many of our attempts to communicate with

the/older Vangs-or in their negotiations with tutors, or in handling.

phoPe .or.' where 'problems. arose requiring verbal communication

ighile..shoPPing-, 'the son served,as interpreter or, in some cases, as 6
'

spoketperson.

_Finally, and .seemingly only. where all other approaches failed (or

where demands Were minimal, as in returning a greeting), the individual

o adult communicated directlyin English. This fact, while perhaps not

,surprising, is 'important in that it shows the extent to which adults can

survive as residents in an English-speaking American comniunity without

English. It also reyealt, that, contrary to the expectations of many

ESL teachers, the adultotimong learner.. may have only the most limited

experience' with the English language outside of the classroom.

Keeping ifl mind these observations concerning the general
.-

English-language-eXperience-of-a-Hmong,..refegee family -in--an-American-
._

:city; =we may now turn- to the second focus of our study, concerning the

-specific :Strategies- used to -effect- -communication. in -English -on the part

Iithited knowledge of ,English. We will look both at

-the-r.parentSLTOWn,Use- of -English and-at the pervasive strategy of using

. an interpreter or spokesperson for the family, which will, suggest an
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*elision:Of the-.notion of cemmunicatiop 'stiategy developed by

Tarone-and?-others'.

3. CaptillymicAtiON' STRATEGIES,

A. -'llie-FraMovork:d# AT)vyifs

concernedlle e with the means used by a non-native speaker

.to .aehieve colaniunitatiOn%i A the second language (English) when _his .or

lee mastery- oUt*yecabu ary, grammatital patterns, and
0
discourse

4

t- 4SagOS: of the, language is 4deqUite to the task. Tarone -(1980, l.2)

--defines communication strat let as "mutual attempts. of two interlocutors

a

Wagree on 'a meaning in sit at;ons where the .requisite meaning . ,

structures do, net seem to be ared. Communication strategies are.seen

as tools used in a joint negot ation of meaning, in situations where,
both-inteilocutots are attempt ng to agree as to what is meant."

beevmentioned, have thosen.to use the conceptual frame--

wail( proposed: Tarone,, all ugh, different frameworks have been. suggest-

011Y_Otheig-i-etearchers(see, for example, Faerch and Kaspar 1979,

Bialystok "andfrohlich,100',_ and -Pa17.-Serg 1979).to shed light ont differing

',aspects -.of learner -04100.cation strategies.

'Tarot*. tOecilieS ,the folloWing three-critetia as prerequisites to

.4n7iiit0fatiiiiiibeingJerMed7icdimitinicition strategy: _

ly The:skeaketgeSires to communicate a -mewl

.2y -ThetPeaker7lelieves thilingirtiticAir
structure- WO red' to conmuni cate-meaning X'.is unavailable,
er is 00t-Shated.-With the- listener

The :060"%cOdsei- to

'avbid communicating X

7
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..4iattehot.::alternate-,:rileahs: to communicate X The speaker
Atikgj.-.tr.k160:4407natiVeS -*ben: it seems Clear to the
SpeakeeAtiatlhere: is.--Sba:red.Meaning: (Tarone- '1980)

e absence of 00e-..0.the.'.thrie ,ciitertk'would moan for Tarone that the

strategy h9u1d be calied , 'by-,SoMe-.Ctber name--such : as learning strategy

or production strategy (see Tarone 1980 for -discussion). In essence,

fix:944-1P:ealCet ,point of view the -main purpose for the interaction

must be the desire ,coriy0f informoionpot to practice the use of

some recently acquired or rehearsed Wed in the target

language, nor to- try out -& hypothesized structure wit(the ,purpose of

:liai,pij***,_--4004t,.#02-latget. tangmage =by. finding Out whether the
:-.,..,,,s,,...--,.:,,s"_;:'

140.06.011'-*"0-r *,,',. *-
. - ..-

Tarone ,008,02 ,divides .!.Cormiuni cati on strategies 'into. five major-,,,....., ,,,...,.._

ei.:,.,0ii'c**re:ftiiilliii!Ote-rdivided into sub-categories: Below is

anteXplAnation-sOf'eack-'category and sub4tegory including, examples

-*-frOltTaionetsq978:',StUdy--and'from Varadi -1973.

ãY e

. ApPrOZimation.'- The. learner.-Usesja single target language vocabulary

itei -or istructure which the learnerknows is not

-correct, but which shares enough semantic featisret

with. the desi red notibn);to satisfy the speaker

Upj pe" uwaterpi pe") .

se , Circumlocution-

le_arner makes up a new word in order to communi-.

cate-a--deSited concept (e.,g.,"airball" for "ballOotin).

The learner describes the characterittics or elements

of the object or action instead of using the appro-
S
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otat.4 target lOguageStructute ("She is, uh, .smoking

:don" t know What' s its name. That s 'uh,

Persian, and we use TUtkey,. a lo

rinSfer-:.

a translation ,= the learner translates word for word from the

1.141""el#tiguage (e.g.,, "He invites him to drink," for
. .

",TheY, tOastT;One..anether..").

Language switch the; learner', fuses the-natiVe language term without.

::13Othering', to translate te..g. ;:"bal on"' for "balloon;

"tirt1,1-02 for !",catehjillat ).

:"0:peac:I.,,f9rAttistate.., the :learner., :asks for the correct term or

structure (e.g., Nhat is this ? ").

the, leather uses non - verbal strategies in place

or fa hg..struc.ture (e.g , clapping one's

Ii'an'd,S,:to illustrate applause)..

:AVoidante',

1'9040 aVoidanci occurs` the learner simply does not talk

... .about concepts. fins, whiCh the vocabulary or other

,,Ojeaning -tttt:ittute is not kilown or :Skated,

A0*J0- 000d0r** = 9#44,,when. the "garnet begins to talk about

dencePt 'but a,cki ng, a meaning -sttuture , is

fUnable;t0--;COntinue andi..stOps in mi.dutterance.

14f4lif inor;a44.:040-0*, _tett 4,,OpignuniCation.,strategy,4that the

Speaker:rm:ust. getire,to :communicate- =a meaning - -the= SI.ib,Otegory of topic

avoidance. ,is ef:.MOst,CliffiCUlt to identify',UnaMbiguoUsly as a strategy
x.

s:fafoneft19,40-09inti, out, some strategies, such as
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' topic avOidance, may 'be used-for various reasons: at times to simplify

the speaking task (in which case it is a production strategy) and at

timesto-s on o meaning from the native speaker

interlocutor (in which case it is a communication strategy). In the

picture description-taskS used by Tarone, failure to describe a particular-.

y salient-aspectof the,Oictureoould easily be determined to- be topic

,_-avoidance. However; in Observational studies such as this one, it is

more difficult to determine whether a learner is avoiding a topic because

she does not have the needed ierbal structures or because she really does

not want to talk about-that topic. We have assumed in classifying anything

as' topic avoidance.thatthe former was the case. The Vangs never gave .

( any-other sign that they might be unwilling to discuss any given topic--in

general they were friendly and open in their attempts to communicate with
r.

'B.. Findings: Individual Strategies

The following chart contains'examr es of our findings. For each

example, the situation is described and the speakers involved. Zero (0)-

means that there was no verbal response, and square brackets enclose

descriptions of non-verbal 'gestures or our interpretations of the intent

of a speaker's remarks. Each of the examples comes from one of the

following situations:

Shopping in a fabric store. In the course of one of our visits with the

Vangs, the son Tin Tub asked us to take his mother and two other.women

to 'buy' qaterial. Thicommunicati which took place- involved our attempts

ill
. ,

to find out where they wanted t go and how to get there and, at the store,

the efforts of the sales clerk to find out how much material each woman

15



,,.wantedandi-tO.,-,ConVeyhow.:0001, that amount would cost.

Social: vi sit fiuthe.Vang'S.',home.: !Wel- the four months. of the study, we
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onie,,,about.,,once, a meek.. At first we attended tutoring

:40t:loir.we,,came:,arouu0 just to talk and observe .what happened.

$0Verai-Oihe IRstances,:inclUded: on the chart come from such informal

#00r009,0!
(cf. Tarone 1978)

.JAVO1000:-

TOO CAVOi darieei

-.09001-;.:$haroni Txivi'what were you doing just bow?

TiriV:itaughterj, -I don't know say.)

,(Social:: xiV: Chia.Thad and:Cynthia'coming . . .

'Bruce: ,Why did they come?

Triv-: Chia Thao . . . I don't know say.)

(B) *SOO _Abandonmenti.'1None,

TaraPhrase!.,

04.40.0ination

1SOcial:'Niamt.:Have many, many -rain i.e., there is a lOt,

1-of-rain:there-J.).-

(SsoCiat: Nam I:Many; many chicken and rice [i.e.,

P-

I2-eat-thitken_and rice a lot] . y

Conscious: Trans'fer.'

Iteral Ti.4-ifsTatton: =None

LatigUageT,SWitCh;
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,(shopping: `Salesperson:, So,, how MuCh do you want of this

lone Icind: of material]?
.

coUSin: [Steak, of -yrnOng in which she says she

,Want* the same amount, as of the first

tYpe,Of.Material7.111:abgkerl)

,A001.for-AsAistallce

(Shopping: SalOspersonv How long =have you been here?

Mime

Niam:' ;Rakes, 'On' preoccupied expretsion and acts

s,14ghtly., di scomfitted, lociks at us

:to see If we. will answer for her.)

Sharon: Nfam, how do you do this? [make geometric

:patterni,InCloth]

1[Fetthes, a, piece -of paper and demonstrates

.how the: pattern is .thatte.)1,

Sharon:- ,So good thread?

triA6....0ontet, how
/
a strong piece of thread

tan' :be :.unravel-1

We ,found! that the-,adiilti:used- only six types of communication

strategies took avio4agce,, message Abandonment, approximation,

language,swltch,..oppea.T .for assistance, and 'Mime. Tkour data there

.4**Mank*5011* of topic "avoidance, and mime, but only two exampleS

Of;:apprOximatiOn,,.'andf-,one each -0 language switch and ,appeal for

*000*. ,OreOlte$jt.-rell'anCe was on "non - verbal' me411.4

'Al01911:91090i have not-.=aralYZed: all __of our data on the son's inter

_actions',.` teen* ihit,00nouRiciation: strategies .fall mostly into

;th "e. verbal: categori,el;, of =approximati:on-and literal trinslOti on with
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.only a. few examples of mime and a few detectable examples of avoidance.

He did ,not seem to employanyother types. This difference in

communication strategies raises some interesting questions: Are certain

strategies favored by certain age groups, or-as we suspect, do the choices

reflect the language proficiency of the learner? On the other hand, can

the.sOn-use verbal communication strategies becauSe he is more proficient

in-English, or7,-k,he.more proficient becauie (among other things) he is

inereaggrOsive-ln_using strategies which may proMote his language

learhingi
5

C:tOmmunal Strategies -

Thus far we have approached communication strategies only from the

perspective'of the individual speaker attempting to transfer a .meaning.

But we -`have already noted the frequent use Of intermediaries, as

iranslators or spokespersons'by the older Hmong adults in preference

to direct communication in English on theii- own. By this means adults

do get messages atross, but rather than handling the linguistic

formulation into English- themselves or using some communication strategy

as a .substitute, they primarily rely on the individual with the best

command of thglish to convey the message for the group. For example,

Storeowners and, clerks have commented that the Hmong appear in large

task) their shOpping, with one person acting as a go-betWeenfOr

the.entire group. When.a family is shopping together, the parents select

the items to be bought and the children take over at the check-out.

While this last case may seem to violate normal role structures in the

family, by elevating a young boy or girl to a position of responsibility,

these two coping strategies, are very much in tune with the general

r--/

18
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Corporate .kinship structure of the HmOng, which emphasizes the family

'and'.corriMunity-bnit over the individual-.

To attointiOdate. thiS.ObServedcoMmunity approach to communication,

6-:zhavej:gon*:04-SiCi0. TOM:101's -framework to oppose to her individual

Strategi -tategorY :Of 4COmmunal .communication strategies.

41:-the f011Owingztable,..we exemplify such strategies, mostly from

;Situations in ,which, the: Ving'S.YOunger. son, Tus Tub, served as

4hterpt'etei,' fOr his .parentkor, took upon himself the role of spokesman

tOthmunali:COmMtanication .Strategies

11) "Use-of, an ;interpreter

:(Social: - Tus Tub acts as interpreter for indiViduals who were

tying to relate some of their experiences in the war and

information ,ibbut -their life in Laos.)

(Church: -NS Tub acts as interpreter- to relay information

- about the. death,Of a relatiVe.)

(2) Use of a Spokesperson

(A) For an individual

(Social: 11.. rub acts as a spokesman, relating the story

of hiS father's life, in response to a question addressed

to his father.)s

(ShOpping.: SOT acts as a spokesman for his father who

wants to -buy. alShopping cart and some clothes. )

(B ) -For a group

(Shopping: [reported] An individual with experience takes



%.Chari.ge, of niaking!'a- major Puitdhase.)

(Social:. The- other 'adults, in the same quataplex with

'English-Classes. Tus Tub requests that

we4ind1*a.s.teS fort-theni.1

The-.eicainPles,,,giVeri ,above were drawn from three situations:

Social :In this instance, we were just 'getting, to 'know the family.
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,Ogit-,4pPepance one Sunday afternoon had led to the eventual gathering, ,

Of a :fliniiber,of,piale ,relatives in the Yang living room. (It is still

4Ymystery where they all came from and how they assembled so quickly.)

.1.16 began asking theM=Oestions about their lives in Laos, the war, and

their Subsequent flights to Thailand. Most of our conversation was

,conducted via Tus Tub .as interpreter. The tales began with Tus Tub

relating his fathers life story, although to our surprise he did not

consult his father, Who was sitting silently close by; Txiv himself

did' not participate. Our questions to others, however, and their

subsequent replies were quite fully translated by Tus Tub. Only the -

questions directed to his father were answered directly by Tus Tub

Allthout consultation.

Shiii,C1i On this occasion, we had arrived for our usAg Sunday visit

With the famtlY only Ab -find them seemingly -a littl6ess. happy to,

see US. Jt-turned out that one of their recently arrived relatives

had died suddenly during the night. (IL was the son who explained

thitAjleto0)Tiis Tub. and his, father to the church where the widow

'o-o-cp;othontelatpies-tiad' assembled and offered our help. In this

TUS Tub .00 as interpreter for his extended family.
.

Shopping: :01.&pq, directly ,ObserVe#1 group, represented by an
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indfvtdpal04gaged. shopping transaCtion, but an interview with

-tWO,asiis*antStore managers provided considerable information

1n6ludinOne:04Mple.cited,abOeof the problems and shopping practices

'Of'000figc0tOMeri in,aAiteount,sUpermarket in the Vangs' neighborhood.

ftOmAheyiewPOintof the:individual adult learner, the strategy

1:46410001#1ctpr*r,or'sPokespersonis a kind of avoidance, a

.:strategy thatcatinOt40:the-individual's own linguittic development.

11.4tjr*-0911P001 000.0 _view, ooursei.it_not only provides

thCbestAneansof.'000V0109,-aild.receiVing.messagesti4t it also, we may

note, Maximizes language experience, of the community's best, speakers,

presumably helping them to develop their own knowledge and communication

ski 11 s. even further. It 4s difficult to'say whether this benefit is a

conscious consideration in the community's selection of this means of

:communication.

The use-of-translators or spokespersbni in iritercultural-
_

OpmunicatiOn i-certainlyAothing new and may net be uniquely

associated with theHmong community among Amerirl4s linguistic

.minorities. But there are-three points to consider, which make it a

phenomenon worth noting and Worth further examination. Translators.

Pr;ipokespersons are usually used by people who have no need or no

time to learn a language, for whom the communication situation is

temporary,andsingle-purpoied, as, for example, the completion of a.

,
business-deal oragreementon a treaty, or a week's visit to Hungary

on
,

vacation. BLit it seems probable that the Hmong who have immigrated

Imre will be staying, which leads to the expectation that most of them,

-shOuid,be,interestain learhinvenough English eventually to function

1
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independently. Of course, it is possible that the community as a.

Whole might survive without making this
assumption--communal

strategies of survival
communication might provide a way for the

community as a whole to succeed in its new life even though some

individuals_. might-never-learn to communicate in English well enough

to survive alone. It has infect been suggested to us by William

Smalley (personal communication) that the communal strategies we
have described may be simply a continuation of practices successfully4

.employed for
irots-lifiguistic_communicationby-the-Hmong communities

in:Laos-and-thailand: In both countries, the Hmong were never rally

-..considered:natOes, having migrated south from China over the preceding

..hundrAd.yeari or so and having settled in the remote highlands, largely
isolated from the majority language and culture. The question now is
whether practices which may lave served well under

those circumstances

,are appropriate for a Hmong commun:ty existing in the midst of an

essentially monolingual Western technological society.

4_ CONCLUSION

We-have examined some aspeCts of the interaction of one Hmong
family with the English-speaking community to determine what scrts

of language contact situations they encounter and what means they
use to achieve

communication in those situations. In the case

reported here we find that English
language use outside of the

classroom is quite limited: the family we observed does not seek
'44

out, and sometimes-actively
avoids, situations requiring the use of

English.- Where:communication with English speakers cannot be avoided,
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sOokeSPersOiliSor-interpreters, are *ally employed, even though this

-rolemi-i:Olevatt:40h§er-iiesiber of the familito a position of_ _ _

prestige ;and,: authority., Only when this communal strategy of

-00660itatiOnAi,nOtaVailable ,d0 the Perfnts attempt to communicate
4 -
,aridtheh; the strategies =-they emplay most are those which

saem 0-.0rOnig,t0:004e learning least. Thus the common assumption

lii:'SeCO-niFylanguage teaching that what is -taught' the classroom will

60:=:"01f9r0751' thr90h UngUage' contacts, particularly the

tsium4fon.that:-0401t learners Will necessarily make use of their

'survi'val' English," .1S,.called into question.

r

TWE--tan-only-sPe;ulate aS to whether7 this situation differs from

. the .general e*perience of refugees and immigrants of other language
. .

'BaCkyrounds,mith Very limited knowledge of .Engl ish. We feel that

the Hmong practite may reflect not only a lack of appropriate language

'learning: skills On the :part of individuals but also a tradition of

=community isolatilin and self-sufficiency carried over, from. the

Jikidhg:exOetienOo as a. geographically isolated minority in Laos and,

WOO that, in China.

the, fact that the Hmong can achieve a degree of accommodation to

:American life Without' universal, mastery of basic English language

1(i1U, raises some, interesting 'questions regarding the process of

-aSiiirflatiOn.. :poet the uie2Of communal communication strategies
. ,

,Or004a-valOablebuffer against some of the shock. of relocation

iiiihih: a.,radicelly different cultural sitting? Assuming, that the

000',Of interpreteras.ak'alternative to developing inchvidual

.,proficiency '1'11404110 Pr,tovicieS- some. relief from Culture shock,
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'what are the consequences with respect to.achieving economic

self-sufficiency? Can jobs be found in which Hmong workers can

'communicate with their employers (or their customers) through` the
.

services of a bilingualforema.or interpreter? :Or must each Hmong

adluitbe expected:to strive for linguistic independence through

mastery of English as a:prereqhisite for employment?

These broad.question3.ofresettlement policy are obviously very

difficult to answer, and yet they are crucial to the English language

teachers' decisions aboht what approach to take in the first stages

of language instruction for refugee adults, Since we do not know the

answers (andbicahte our own investigation is too limited to support

any broad generalizations), we hesitate to offer any suggestions fol.

teachers. Teachers may, however, want to reconsider "survival English"

as a matter involving the family or a group in some cases rather than

just the individual. The teacher can cho6se to recognize, support, and

even practice in class the process of communication through an

'interpreter. On the_other hand, the teacher may wishto find ways to

encourage and develop individualr,self-reliance in communication and

practice in using English for genuine communication outside the class-

room. In any case the teacher will want to investigate in some way

the nature-of-the-language-contact-experiences of her own stidents.

Before we can be confident about the validity of generalizations

from this case'study to the broader Hmong community, much additional

research is-needed. We have not studied relations of children with

their English-speaking peers, and we need to know more about how

both amateur and-professional"(paid) interpreters manage'the process
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of translation. Of course, a much larger.population,needs to be

studibd, including older adults, adults without children old enough

to translate, and less isolated families. The process of communication

among employees sand between employees and employers has.also not been

O

Studied:

With additiOnal data, a number of interesting questions can be

addressed. To what extent does avoidance of direct communication or

the choice of communication strategies reflect the learner's

confidence in her own linguistic abilities and attitudes toward the

majority culture? To what extent does the use of individual or

communal communication strategies reflect the educational level and

cultural traditions .of particular refugee groups? And, from a

practical viewpoint, how do attitudes tward communication and

strategies of communication in the majority language affect the

psychologicalseconomic and cultural adjustment of refugees to the

realities of life in this new land?

25
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earlierdrafts. While we-have tried to'incorporate their

r

suggestions iii revising the paper, these people bear no'resporisibi-
.

for remaining deficiencies.

-t This study was supported by a grant in aid of research frbm

the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota and was carried

out under the auspices of the Southeast Asian Refugee Studies

Project of the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University

of Mirinesota.
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1. .1n this paper "language contact" will be used to mean cross-

lingual interactions rather than to refer to the interaction of
, . .

two languages vOthiri one.'Ipeaker, as in the works of Uriel

lilienreich, CW11 Nymes,:ar2d'others.

/

2. GuMperz and Hymes:(1964) have argued for the value of. this

, ..

.kind of study in planning curricula in bilingual and general
..

education for'.6thnt6 minority stildents, The view that.an
..,

.understanding:of the students' linguistic environment is essential'
,

.

. .I-

tO,ptannIng'effftfiVe.ltnguagOn'itructiOn is also the bails of

the E040an'hnim 0-tOnctiOnal=notional" curriculum. As van Ek

.5
of r-
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odern Ian ua e learnin

anguage learni`ng objective,

(14ge4Octi903,00e#Per.:$011.

'orm and what =potions,:ther-will,have

t'ObviOut thatr,we -,Can only
,

aVe-soMe ..insight~ intiCi4hat may -lie

,cation neects!-Of the learner .hiMself,.

vcpeCted to have ;Which

(Weigh, language.
wy

ommun cation- strategies may yield very- 'rich

function of learner' interlangUage.

e- spontaneous language

iglVIcY7of--the-le#TriervilitiVithe, 'is concentrating on the

4:*ssage.:,tather' thaiy-On; ':her-,performance_ or

0.1444ge langOage learning

oriOneouS.1nteraCtions the 'secolci language, involve

9:4J*
-4,

essence _coMMuniCatibn strategies-,

ese,i'reaSOOS the, study .of -communica-

,974,1?qteriOderstandinTof

0.3

di tional category of.Tesponse 'which we could not

atiffieiatial *A1,;0000,,tt '00074'0' fi*CiTitiY,_en949h-

etftiOn,fOt kquestion or riquest spoken by, the

e in the shopping situation described
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:1
,dfdliot the three .women wanted- to ,go shopping.

"-Shaksivaske-0.-2,Vf,c,,Zwhere...**..We.:thOPPing?" Niain .responded '!WhIre-

tharont- "No, where? shrug and a__puzzled
\L- t

`'-- facial expression) Where go?" (Settling into the back -sat)

"Where goV' W finally began driving, asking as ',e went where to
*

turn and inwht direction.
A

'7' 7,
.jt,IS,AietY_AttfitO*4 to determine ,o-at 'motivated these repetkitions .

Perhaps Niam was assUaiihw,thathee.'.sOn--had-tClariffied- the 'matter rid-
that we, were only .askinTrqbettiont- to take conversation. -PerhaPs she

40#;,laislog:1010.:000-yfook.: that was encouraged in the classroom.
_

I

-..Perhaps he could not,process.the -4uestiens,"but wanted to indicate,
--,. her desire to particlp4e In the conversation-a kind 4of goodwill

message Only if this flastt explanation were accepted could repetition
4

be strategy, which did not,

hOWevet,...,ConVeyl,the:Li'nfoi'mat,:(oti_we needed_ to %now, though it may have,,

conveyed her message of desire to continue the conversation. It is

. Interesting : to note that -.although the learner ,aPparently could not

1:4:910*00004W*61,1;reS-P904 she Could repeat the utterance with,

--;aStofiliking,***Cy-pf:01790/0000;: Syntax, and intonation.
,

;175-0: -::sOrne-:,reseatchers: i fact suggested,.(althOugh- it ,has not yet
.

iteiteitabliSheci.-fv,441giii7Out-TstudY) that the learner's choice of

-communication 'istrategies-may haVe-hegatiVe-,or positive -effects on the

. learnin. of thel ,dAaspar (1979)xample,

_ liaVe-Suggetted) that :o-f *the, ,t 'ra di tional categories n: Tarone.' s schema

the :cops an -._c .:t. language learner _of, topic avoidanCe- mime,
.

...trantlatibhti.:,,,ri,,teqUests. for assistance, -while they may be -effective-

S.

e e

,.
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in the communication of a certain immediate message, may not have the

added-long-tembenefit Of helpihg- the-learner'improve her fluency in

'the-language, while-other types of Communication strategies such as

'paraPhrase and 0-Proximation may have such long-term benefits.
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